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**Julius Caesar's Bellum Civile and the Composition of a New Reality 2016-03-09**

In his *Commentaries on the Civil War* (Bellum Civile), Julius Caesar sought to re-invent his image and appear before his present and future readers in a way which he could control and at times manipulate. Offering a new interpretation of the Bellum Civile, this book reveals the intricate literary world that Caesar creates using sophisticated techniques such as a studied choice of vocabulary, rearrangement of events, use of indirect speech, and more. Each of the three books of the work is examined independently to set out the gradual transformation of Caesar's literary persona in step with his ascent in the real world. By analysing the work from Caesar's viewpoint, the author argues that by adroit presentation and manipulation of historical circumstances, Caesar creates in his narrative a different reality in which his conduct is justified. The question of the res publica is also a key point of the volume as it is in the Bellum Civile and the author argues that Caesar purposely does not present himself as a republican contrary to commonly held views. Employing detailed philological analyses of Caesar's three books on the civil war, this work significantly advances our understanding of Caesar as author and politician.

**New Developments in Civil and Commercial Mediation 2015-09-11**

By means of the analysis of more than 20 national jurisdictions of different legal and geographical origin, this book provides a general understanding of the developments that civil and commercial mediation is currently undertaking across the world.
book combines 25 national reports with a general report analyzing the major trends in civil and commercial mediation

worldwide a number of the key variables that make mediation so effective are studied in depth in the book the concept of mediation that varies from country to country its legal framework and the branches of public and private law in which it is used the legal condition of the mediation agreement and its relevant conditions of form and content the responsibilities of the parties in the event that they violate this agreement and the effects of this agreement on potential recourse to the courts or to arbitration as well as with regard to pending cases as well as the role played by the mediator his or her appointment or designation legal and ethical responsibilities and the role of institutions in mediation as well as the mediation process its applicable rules and principles and its costs are analyzed on comparative basis the book also pays special attention to the outcome of mediation the enforceability of the settlement reached both in domestic and cross border mediations constitutes a basic element for the success of the institution and is thoroughly studied this volume constitutes a unique instrument for those interested on mediation either practitioners judges or academics

**Equity in the Civil Law Tradition 2021-07-01**

this is a book on equity in the civil law tradition from the double perspective of legal history and comparative law it is intended not only for civil lawyers who want to better understand the role and history of equity in their own legal tradition but also and perhaps more saliently for common lawyers who are curious about why the history of equity has unfolded so differently on the
continent of europe and in latin america the author begins with the investigation of the philosophical foundations of the western notion of equity in the teachings of plato and aristotle and of how their ideas affected the works of the great attic orators chapter 2 he then addresses the way in which roman law turned this notion into a legal concept of considerable practical importance chapter 3 and how it survived the fall of rome and was later elaborated in the middle ages by civilists and canonists chapter 4 subsequently the author analyses how the notion of equity was dealt with in the modern era by legal humanists protestant and catholic theologians scholars of the usus modernus pandectarum and of roman dutch law and then by legal rationalism and the philosophers of the enlightenment chapter 5 he then deals with the history of equity on the continent since the fragmentation of the ius commune and the codifications of the nineteenth century and with its reception in latin america chapter 6 finally the author offers some closing remarks on the fundamental equivocalness or relativity as some scholars put it of the notion of equity in the civil law tradition today conclusion

*Transitional Justice in Post-Revolutionary Tunisia (2011–2013)*

Domenica Preysing offers a critical reading of transitional justice that focuses on political dynamics in post-revolutionary Tunisia from the ouster of President Ben Ali in January 2011 until the adoption of transitional justice bill in December 2013. She explores the role, structure, and characteristics of evolving transitional justice policy discourse to provide a better understanding of how by who and to what effect the policy label transitional justice is progressively filled with meaning.
shows that conflicting interpretations of both the past and the present have been both deeply embedded in and an expression of the dynamic context of domestic political transformation as old and new elites struggle over the political identity and direction of post Ben Ali Tunisia.

**Food Justice Now! 2018-07-31**

A rallying cry to link the food justice movement to broader social justice debates, the United States is a nation of foodies and food activists, many of them progressives, and yet their overwhelming concern for what they consume often hinders their engagement with social justice. More broadly, food justice now charts a path from food activism to social justice activism that integrates the two. It calls on the food focused to broaden and deepen their commitment to the struggle against structural inequalities both within and beyond the food system in an engrossing, historically grounded, and ethnographically rich narrative. Joshua Sbicca argues that food justice is more than just a myopic focus on food, allowing scholars and activists alike to investigate the causes behind inequities and evaluate and implement political strategies to overcome them focusing on carceral labor and immigration crises. Sbicca tells the stories of three California-based food movement organizations, showing that when activists use food to confront neoliberal capitalism and institutional racism, they can creatively expand how to practice and achieve food justice. Sbicca sets his central argument in opposition to apolitical and individual solutions, discussing national food movement campaigns and the need for economically and racially just food policies, a matter of vital
public concern with deep implications for building collective power across a diversity of interests

**French Civil Liability in Comparative Perspective 2019-12-26**

the french law of torts or of extra contractual liability is widely seen as exceptional for long it was based on a mere five articles of the civil code of 1804 but on this foundation the courts and legal scholars have constructed liabilities for fault and strict liability of an extraordinary breadth and significance while the rest of the general law of obligations including contract in the civil code was reformed in 2016 by executive ordonnance this area was left aside being the subject in 2017 of a proposal by the french government for the legislative reform of the law of civil liability a new legislative category to include both contractual and extra contractual liability this work considers important aspects of this developing area of french law in a series of essays by french lawyers and comparative lawyers working in french law and other civil law systems in doing so it provides insight into the doctrinal thinking and judgments of french lawyers as well as the possible directions in which this area of the law may be developed in the future

**Civil Procedure 2014-04**

civil procedure a contemporary approach 4th provides the most up to date casebook on the market that includes all significant developments in federal civil procedure through the beginning of 2014 new and relevant cases were added either as principal
cases flex cases available via the e book or in the discussion notes that appear after principal cases highlights include
goodyear dunlop tires operations s a v brown 131 s ct 2846 2011 and j mcintyre machinery ltd v nicastro 131 s ct 2780 2011
personal jurisdiction gunn v minton 133 s ct 1059 2013 federal question jurisdiction standard fire ins co v knowles 133 s ct
1345 2013 removal under the class action fairness act atl marine constr co inc v u s dist court for w dist of texas 134 s ct 568
2013 change of venue and forum selection clauses wal mart stores inc v dukes 131 s ct 2541 2011 damages v injunctive
relief class certification and commonality in class actions at t mobility llc v concepcion 131 s ct 1740 2011 and american
express co v italian colors restaurant 133 s ct 2304 2013 class arbitration waivers comcast corp v behrend 133 s ct 1426
2013 and amgen inc v conn ret plans trust funds 133 s ct 1184 2013 predominance in class actions moore v publicis groupe
287 f r d 182 s d n y 2012 peck m j predictive coding sekisui american corp v hart 945 f supp 2d 494 s d n y 2013 spoliation
and sanctions genesis healthcare corp v symczyk 133 s ct 1523 2013 offer of judgment additionally the fourth edition fully
incorporates recent amendments to the federal rules of civil procedure and to title 28 of the u s code including the federal
courts jurisdiction and venue clarification act of 2011 and the 2013 amendment to rule 45 subpoenas finally the fourth edition
includes references where appropriate to the amendments to the federal rules proposed by the advisory committee in 2013
pertaining to discovery the duke rules package and proposed new rule 37 addressing preservation and spoliation sanctions
as well as the proposal to abolish the appendix of forms the casebook features a novel visual display and layout that uses
text boxes diagrams and color border segregated feature sections for hypotheticals references to scholarly debates useful
information for students and thought provoking questions a major distinguishing feature of the book is its inclusion of an
accompanying electronic version with extensive hyperlinks to westlaw versions of legal materials black s law dictionary
definitions supplementary online resources and more

**Code de procédure civile de la province de Québec, 13-14 Elizabeth II, chap. 80 1974**

le panorama des administrations publiques 2013 propose un tableau de bord des indicateurs clés dans le but de contribuer à l’analyse et à la comparaison au niveau international des performances du secteur public des indicateurs axés sur les

**Panorama des administrations publiques 2013 2014-12-23**
	his volume renews the political sociology of land chapters examine dynamics of political control and contention in a range of settings including land grabs in asia and africa expulsions and territorial control in south america environmental regulation in europe and controversies over fracking gentrification and property taxes in the usa
beginning in january 2011 the arab world exploded in a vibrant demand for dignity liberty and achievable purpose in life rising up against an image and tradition of arrogant corrupt unresponsive authoritarian rule these previously unpublished countryparticular case studies of the uprisings and their still unfolding political aftermaths identify patterns and courses of negotiation and explain why and how they occur the contributors argue that in uprisings like the arab spring negotiation is not just a nice practice or a diplomatic exercise rather it is a dynamically multilevel process involving individuals groups and states with continually shifting priorities and with the prospect of violence always near from that perspective the essaysits analyze a range of issues and events including civil disobedience and strikes mass demonstrations and nonviolent protest and peaceful negotiation and armed rebellion and contextualize their findings within previous struggles both within and outside the middle east the arab countries discussed include algeria bahrain egypt libya morocco syria tunisia and yemen the arab spring uprisings are discussed in the context of rebellions in countries like south africa and serbia while the libyan uprising is also viewed in terms of the negotiations it provoked within nato collectively the essays analyze the challenges of uprisers and emerging governments in building a new state on the ruins of a liberated state the negotiations that lead either to sustainable democracy or sectarian violence and coalition building between former political and military adversaries contributors samir aita monde diplomatique alice alunni durham university marc anstey nelson mandela university abdelwahab ben hafaiedh merc maarten danckaert european bahraini organization for human rights heba ezzat cairo university amy
Arab Spring 2015

in the age of economic globalisation do art and heritage matter once the domain of elitist practitioners and scholars the governance of cultural heritage and the destiny of iconic artefacts have emerged as the new frontier of international law making headlines and attracting the varied interests of academics and policy makers museum curators and collectors human rights activists and investment lawyers and artists and economists just to mention a few the return of cultural artefacts to their legitimate owners the recovery of underwater cultural heritage and the protection and promotion of artistic expressions are just some of the pressing issues addressed by this book contemporary intersections between art cultural heritage and the market are complicated by a variety of ethical and legal issues which often describe complex global relations should works of art be treated differently from other goods what happens if a work of art currently exhibited in a museum turns out to have originally been looted what is the relevant legal framework what should be done with ancient shipwrecks filled with objects from former colonies should such objects be kept by the finders should they be returned to the country of origin this book
addresses these different questions while highlighting the complex interplay between legal and ethical issues in the context of cultural governance the approach is mainly legal but interdisciplinary aspects are considered as well

**Art, Cultural Heritage and the Market 2014-01-27**

this book examines how the convention on the recognition and enforcement of foreign arbitral awards commonly known as the new york convention has been understood and applied in insert number jurisdictions including virtually all that are leading international arbitration centers it begins with a general report surveying and synthesizing national responses to a large number of critical issues in the convention s interpretation and application it is followed by national reports all of which are organized in accordance with a common questionnaire raising these critical issues following introductory remarks each report addresses the following aspects of the convention which include its basic implementation within the national legal system enforcement by local courts of agreements to arbitrate including grounds for withholding enforcement recognition and enforcement of foreign awards by local courts under the convention including grounds for denying recognition and enforcement and essential procedural issues in the courts conduct of recognition and enforcement each report concludes with an overall assessment of the convention s interpretation and application on national territory and recommendations if any for reform the new york convention was intended to enhance the workings of the international arbitral system primarily by ensuring that arbitral awards are readily recognizable and enforceable in states other than the state in which they are
rendered subject of course to certain safeguards reflected by the convention's limited grounds for denying recognition or enforcement it secondarily binds signatory states to enforce the arbitration agreements on the basis of which awards under the convention will be rendered despite its exceptionally wide adoption and its broad coverage the new york convention depends for its efficacy on the conduct of national actors and national courts in particular depending on the view of international law prevailing in a given state the convention may require statutory implementation at the national level beyond that the convention requires of national courts an apt understanding of the principles and policies that underlie the convention's various provisions through its in depth coverage of the understandings of the convention that prevail across national legal systems the book gives practitioners and scholars a much improved appreciation of the new york convention on the ground.

Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitral Awards 2017-07-17

the essential 25000 english french law dictionary is a great resource anywhere you go it is an easy tool that has just the words you want and need the entire dictionary is an alphabetical list of law words with definitions this ebook is an easy to understand guide to law terms for anyone anyways at any time the content of this ebook is only to be used for informational purposes and an invaluable legal reference for any legal system it's always a good idea to consult a professional lawyer or attorney with legal issues just remember one thing that learning never stops read read read and write write write a thank you to my wonderful wife beth griffo nguyen and my amazing sons taylor nguyen and ashton nguyen for all their love and support.
without their emotional support and help none of these educational language ebooks and audios would be possible the essential 25000 anglais français law dictionary est une excellente ressource partout où vous allez il est un outil facile qui a seulement les mots que vous voulez et avez besoin l ensemble du dictionnaire est une liste alphabétique des mots droit des définitions cet ebook est un guide facile à comprendre pour les termes de droit pour toute personne de toute façon à tout moment le contenu de cet ebook est à utiliser uniquement à des fins d information et une référence juridique précieuse pour tout système juridique il est toujours une bonne idée de consulter un avocat ou un mandataire professionnel des questions juridiques rappelez vous juste une chose que l apprentissage ne cesse jamais lire lire lire et écrire écrire écrire un grand merci à ma merveilleuse épouse beth griffo nguyen et mes fils étonnantes taylor nguyen et nguyen ashton pour leur amour et leur soutien sans leur soutien affectif et de l aide aucun de ces livres électroniques et audios de langue d enseignement serait possible

Essential 25000 English-French Law Dictionary 2018-02-05

this book provides a comparative legal analysis of the civil codes in force in tunisia morocco and mauritania the book also imparts insight into the work and life of the principal author of the tunisian code a jewish man of tunisian origin named david santillana
un manuel de procédure civile qui fournit des démarches concrètes à mettre en place lors d un procès la mondialisation du droit influence la procédure comme le droit substantiel en conduisant progressivement à sa modélisation comme en témoigne l existence de principes de procédure civile transnationale adoptés sous l égide d unidroit au niveau européen l article 6 de la convention européenne des droits de l homme assure la conformité des procédures civiles aux exigences d un procès juste et équitable pourtant à l exception de quelques procédures harmonisées au niveau de l union européenne il existe autant de procédures qu il y a de tribunaux car les formes procédurales ont tendance à épouser la variété et les spécificités des contestations juridiques selon la matière en question et le for saisi cet ouvrage se propose de comparer les procédures civiles de droit commun de première instance en belgique en france et au luxembourg en ce qu elles ont de commun et de différent l objectif de cette comparaison n est nullement de privilégier telle ou telle solution ou de conclure à l existence d un fonds procédural commun dans un souci didactique la comparaison des trois droits permet d exposer les lignes directrices et la philosophie qui soutendent la procédure civile et sa logique tout en s attachant à l explication des règles les plus importantes ou les plus complexes l ouvrage s articule en quatre parties engager le procès subir le procès vivre le procès terminer le procès il associe donc la dimension abstraite du droit comparé et de la théorie du procès à la dimension pratique de la procédure civile pour mieux comprendre les logiques communes qui sous tendent la procédure civile ainsi que sur des aspects particuliers de technique procédurale un ouvrage de référence à l usage des professionnels et des étudiants en droit
à propos de l'éditeur larcier group composé des marques d'édition juridique prestigieuses que sont larcier bruyant promoculture larcier propose des solutions documentaires adaptées aux besoins spécifiques de tous les professionnels du droit belge luxembourgeois et français avocats magistrats notaires juristes d'entreprise fournisseur historique et privilégié de toutes les sources du droit son offre éditoriale est composée notamment de la base de données juridique la plus complète de belgique strada lex de plus de 300 nouvelles monographies par an plus de 70 revues juridiques plusieurs collections de codes de logiciels de calculs et d'un riche catalogue de formations larcier group est l'éditeur numéro 1 dans le segment juridique en belgique

**Procédure civile luxembourgeoise 2016-02-18**

in 1808 the legislature of the louisiana territory appointed two men to translate the digest of the laws in force in the territory of orleans or as it was called at the time simply the code from the original french into english those officials however did not reveal who received the commission and the translators never identified themselves indeed the translators of 1808 guarded their secret so well that their identities have remained unknown for more than two hundred years their names personalities careers and credentials indeed everything about them have been a missing chapter in louisiana legal history in this volume vernon valentine palmer through painstaking research uncovers the identity of the translators presents their life stories and evaluates their translation in the context of the birth of civil law in louisiana one consequence of the translators previous
anonymity has been that the translation itself has never been fully examined before this study to be sure the translation has been criticized and specific errors have been pointed out but palmer s study is the first general evaluation that considers the translation s goals the louisiana context its merits and demerits its innovations failures and successes it thus allows us to understand how much and in what ways the translators affected the future course of louisiana law the lost translators through painstaking research uncovers the identity of the translators presents their life stories and evaluates their translation in the context of the birth of civil law in louisiana

The Lost Translators of 1808 and the Birth of Civil Law in Louisiana 2021-02-01

the nebraska odonate list has 109 species in two suborders damselflies zygoptera with 47 species and dragonflies anisoptera with 62 species nebraska had been very poorly surveyed prior to 2005 and 63 counties had fewer than 10 records by 2017 the number of county records had nearly quadrupled to over 3000 records the average county total had increased from 9 to 33 and all counties had at least 21 records an effort was made to collect data more or less uniformly from all 93 nebraska counties the areas with intense corn and soybean farming eastern and southcentral areas are low in diversity 21 30 species per county the southeast and western half of the state are higher 31 40 species and the northwestern and northern sandhill counties are the richest with more than 50 species per county the present state list of 109 species represents 12 additions since 1998 eleven additional species have been reported from the state but are considered invalid or have been re identified
this paper presents a short history of odonate study in nebraska and an analysis of the data for the 109 species recorded in nebraska to date distribution maps by county are included for each identified

**The Dragonflies and Damselflies of Nebraska 2019-10-21**

this book presents the outcomes of the symposium new metropolitan perspectives held at mediterranea university reggio calabria italy on may 26 28 2020 addressing the challenge of knowledge dynamics and innovation driven policies towards urban and regional transition the book presents a multi disciplinary debate on the new frontiers of strategic and spatial planning economic programs and decision support tools in connection with urban rural area networks and metropolitan centers the respective papers focus on six major tracks innovation dynamics smart cities and ict urban regeneration community led practices and ppp local development inland and urban areas in territorial cohesion strategies mobility accessibility and infrastructures heritage landscape and identity and risk management environment and energy the book also includes a special section on rhegion united nations 2020 2030 given its scope the book will benefit all researchers practitioners and policymakers interested in issues concerning metropolitan and marginal areas
New Metropolitan Perspectives 2020-08-31

je tiens également à remercier l’éditeur Kluwer que nous a garanti une publication aisée et attrayante ce n’est pas sans fierté que j’ai l’honneur d’introduire la présente édition des actes du congrès prêfaced in the text mentioned above it has been stated that the texts of the general rapporteurs were published in their original language and the texts of the opening and closing speeches although they were made in the five congress languages dutch french english german and spanish were published in english as the belgian organisers deemed this to be the most rational solution even though the congress took place in a country where three different languages dutch french and german are spoken there as regards the publication of this book i would like to thank mrs cas man who made the texts ready for printing prof r de corte who saw to the distribution of the texts during the congress and the kluwer publishing company for their excellent and faultless publication i cannot stifle a distinct feeling of pride at being privileged enough to introduce this publication of the reports vorwort im vorstehenden text is erörtert worden aus welchen gründen die gesamt berichte in ihren originellen sprachen veröffentlicht wurden und die texte der feierlichen eröffnungssitzung und der schluss sitzung im englischen obwohl diese verfasst wurden in den fünf kongresssprachen deutsch englisch französisch niederländisch und spanisch und obgleich der kongress veranstaltet wurde in einem land wo es drei sprachen niederliindisch französisch und deutsch gibt
are new forms of activism emerging in Algeria can civil society effect political reform in the country the violence between radical Islamists and the military during the Algerian civil war of the 1990s led to huge loss of life and mass exile the public sphere was rendered a dangerous place for over a decade yet in defiance of these conditions civil society grew with thousands of associations forming throughout the conflict associations were set up to protect human rights and vulnerable populations commemorate those assassinated and promote Algerian heritage there are now over 93,000 associations registered across the country although social economic and political turbulence continues new networks still emerge and since the Arab revolts of 2011 organised demonstrations increasingly take place civil society in Algeria examines these recent developments and scrutinizes the role associations play in promoting political reform and democratization in Algeria based on extensive fieldwork undertaken both before and after the Arab Spring the book shows how associations challenge government policy in the public sphere Algeria is playing an increasingly important role in the stability and future peaceful relations of the Middle East and North Africa this book reveals the new forms of activism that are challenging the ever powerful state it is a valuable resource for Algeria specialists and for scholars researching political reform and democratization across the Middle East and North Africa
in the week between july 21 and 25 2014 the university of warsaw hosted more than three hundred assyriologists from all over the world in the course of five days nearly 150 papers were read in three and sometimes four parallel sessions many of them were delivered within the framework of nine thematic workshops the publication of most of these panels is underway in separate volumes as is usually the case the academic sessions were accompanied by many opportunities for social interaction among the participants and there was time to enjoy the historical and cultural benefits of warsaw special honor was accorded to two american assyriologists whose origins can be traced to warsaw piotr michalowski and piotr steinkeller and a special session to recognize their contributions to the study of ancient mesopotamia was organized in this book are presented papers on the main theme of the meeting fortune and misfortune in the ancient near east the 31 essays are organized into 5 sections 1 plenary presenations on what is fortune what is misfortune 2 humanity and fortune misfortune and luck with discussion of specific examples 3 additional papers on definitions of fortune and misfortune 4 the effects on city and state and 5 god and temple

**Civil Society in Algeria 2018-10-04**

**Fortune and Misfortune in the Ancient Near East 2016-12-27**

delving into the history of economic thought this book presents a picture of the mediterranean spirit of capitalism a tradition
that has its protagonists in thomas aquinas and the eighteenth century civil economy and seeks to understand its presence and relevance for contemporary societies the book argues that it is reductive to attribute to the protestant ethic the different formations of capitalism in the western world instead it is vital to acknowledge the differences in the ways in which the market is lived enterprises are created and conducted and civic life in general is understood in different regions this thought provoking study demonstrates that in southern europe the legacy of aquinas and the civil economy adds different terms to those recurring in classical and neo classical economy common good reciprocity virtue public trust mutual assistance and public happiness it is these ideas of a market as a place for mutual assistance which can be said to characterize the mediterranean spirit of capitalism thomas aquinas and the civil economy tradition will be of interest to advanced students and researchers in the history of economic thought economic philosophy christian ethics and moral theology

**Thomas Aquinas and the Civil Economy Tradition 2021-05-16**

this book explores the legal ethical and policy issues arising from self representation in america s courts and acts as a useful guide for lawyers judges and for self represented litigants themselves who face the complexity of litigation alone
**Self-Representation 2022-01-14**

this comprehensive handbook offers a thoughtful survey of contract theories issues and cases in order to reassess the field's present vision of contract law it engages a critical search for the fault lines which cross traditions of thought and globalized landscapes comparative contract law is built around four main groups of insights including the genealogies of contractual theoretical thinking the contentious relationship between private governance and normative regulations the competing styles used to stage contract law and the concurring opinions expressed within the domain of other disciplines such as literature and political theory the chapters in the book tease out the tensions between a global context and local frameworks as well as the movable thresholds between canonical expressions and heterodox constructions

**Comparative Contract Law 2017-04-28**

the book focusses on the enforcement of consumer law in order to identify commonalities and best practices across nations it is composed of twenty eight contributions from national rapporteurs to the iacl congress in montevideo in 2016 and the introductory comparative general report the national contributors are drawn from across the globe with representation from africa 1 asia 5 europe 15 oceania 2 and the americas 5 the general report proposes a general introduction to the question of enforcement and effectiveness of consumer law it then proceeds to identify the variety of ways in which national legislatures
approach this question and the diversity of mechanisms put in place to address it the general report uses examples drawn from the reports to illustrate common approaches and to identify more original or distinct unique approaches taking into account the reported strengths and weaknesses of each the general report consistently points readers to particular national reports on specific issues inviting readers to consult these individual contributions for more details the national contributions deal with the following areas the national legal framework for consumer protection the general design of the enforcement mechanism the number and characteristics of consumer complaints and disputes the use of courts and specialized agencies for the enforcement of consumer law the role of consumer organizations and of private regulation in the enforcement of consumer law the place of collective redress mechanism and of alternative dispute resolution modes the sanctions for breaches of consumer law and the nature of external relations or cooperation with other countries or international organizations these enriching national and international perspectives offer a comprehensive overview of the current state of consumer law around the globe

**Enforcement and Effectiveness of Consumer Law 2018-07-06**

this book reconsiders the use of food metaphors and the relationship between law and food in an interdisciplinary perspective to examine how food related topics can be used to describe or identify rules norms or prescriptions of all kinds the links between law and food are as old as the concept of law many authors have been using such links in creative ways to express
specific features of law this is because the language of food and cooking offers legal thinkers and teachers mouth watering metaphors comparing rules to recipes and their combination to culinary processes this collection focuses on this relationship between law and food and takes us far beyond their mere interaction to explore different ways of using these two apparently so diverse elements to describe different phenomena of the legal reality the authors use the link between food and law to describe different aspects of the legal landscape in different areas and jurisdictions bringing together metaphors and indirect correlations between law and food the book explores different models of approaching legal issues and considering different legal challenges from a completely new perspective in line with the multidisciplinary approach that leads comparative legal studies today and to a certain extent revisiting and enriching it with contributions in english and french the book will be of interest to academics and researchers working in the areas of law and food law and language and comparative legal studies

The Language of Law and Food 2021-04-27

special missions play an increasing and crucial role in international diplomacy and yet the international law governing them remains to some extent uncertain this book is based on the responses of states to the questionnaire of the council of europe committee of legal advisers on public international law cahdi on immunities of special missions considered against the background of the 1969 united nations convention on special missions key judicial decisions and national legislation on special mission immunity government statements and other state practice and evidence of opinio juris the book presents and
analyses the international law and practice governing special missions while identifying remaining areas of uncertainty this volume contains an up to date analysis of the law and practice of special missions based on information from a wide range of states it aims to provide a practical guide on this issue for governments judges practitioners academics and students alike immunités des missions spéciales les missions spéciales jouent un rôle croissant et crucial sur la scène diplomatique internationale et pourtant le droit international qui les régit reste dans une certaine mesure incertain ce livre s appuie sur les réponses des etats au questionnaire du comité des conseillers juridiques sur le droit international public cahdi du conseil de l europe sur les immunités des missions spéciales à la lumière de la convention des nations unies sur les missions spéciales de 1969 de la législation nationale et de la jurisprudence sur l immunité des missions spéciales des déclarations gouvernementales et d autres pratiques étatiques et la preuve de l opinio juris l ouvrage présente et analyse le droit international et la pratique régissant les missions spéciales tout en identifiant les domaines où des incertitudes subsistent ce volume contient une analyse à jour de la législation et de la pratique relatives aux missions spéciales basée sur des informations provenant de nombreux etats il vise à fournir un guide pratique sur cette question pour les gouvernements les juges les praticiens les universitaires et les étudiants

**Immunities of Special Missions/Immunités des missions spéciales 2019-03-25**

vivre ici analyzes a diverse selection of contemporary french documentaries about spaces and places in france integrating
film theory eco criticism and cultural history levine investigates documentary cinema as experience the book reveals a collage like fragmented vision of france as seen through documentary cameras and explores the social and political consequences of these films that matter

Vivre Ici 2018-03-19

categorical property law offers a transsystemic and integrated approach to common law and civil law property. Property law has traditionally been excluded from comparative law analysis common law and civil law property being deemed irreconcilable with this book ya ll emerich aims to dispel the myth that comparison between these two systems of property is impossible by establishing a dialogue between common law and civil law property. It becomes clear that the two legal traditions share common ground in the way that they address legal cultural and social issues related to property and wealth.

Conceptualising Property Law 2018-11-30

the 2014 edition of the global community yearbook both updates readers on the important work of long standing international tribunals and introduces readers to more novel topics in international law. This edition includes expert introductory essays by prominent scholars in the realm of international law on topics as diverse and current as the intervention of the united states and coalition partners in territories under the control of the islamic state of Iraq and the levant isil to the weak area in the
institutional and normative framework of the revised treaty of chaguaramas

The Global Community Yearbook of International Law and Jurisprudence 2014 (Volume 1) 2015-09-15

oil age africa offers new insights and critical reflections from qualitative research on the politics industries and communities in african oil producers

Oil-Age Africa 2022-10-31

international competition law series icls volume 89 designed to deter anticompetitive conduct and to ensure full compensation for loss and damage caused by competition infringements the antitrust damages directive has become a crucial factor in companies risk management planning this first book of its kind offers a comparative overview practical and authoritative of the implementation and application of private enforcement rules in each eu member state as well as in the post brexit united kingdom covering legislation and case law to date for leading jurisdictions where practice is already well developed there are more detailed chapters with perspectives of judges competition authorities practitioners and economists the contributors all experts in the use of eu competition law in their respective jurisdictions cover the provisions of the directive in detail including
the following requirement of full compensation rules preventing overcompensation court s power to estimate damages that cannot be precisely quantified joint and several liability for infringing undertakings coordination between public and private enforcement provisions related to passing on certain rules on admissibility of evidence rules on limitation periods and consensual dispute resolution in its detailed explanations of shared best practices and its highlighting of opportunities for convergence the book provides much needed insight into judicial practice and thinking the economic approaches and strategies relevant to damages and the coordination between public and private enforcement these expert views will prove invaluable for practitioners wishing to see how the law and practice might evolve in their own jurisdictions as well as into the problems that have arisen or might arise in the future

**After the Damages Directive 2022-01-11**

améliorer la qualité de l expertise de justice et tendre à harmoniser sa pratique en europe afin de favoriser l exercice effectif des droits et de renforcer la confiance des justiciables dans le règlement de leurs litiges telles sont les ambitions de l eeei institut européen de l expertise et de l expert après avoir contribué à faire émerger des pistes de convergence de l analyse du recours à l expertise de justice dans les pays de l union européenne et en norvège dans le cadre du projet eurexpertise soutenu par la commission européenne des professionnels de la matière magistrats avocats experts universitaires s impliquent ici dans cette démarche d harmonisation au delà des systèmes juridiques de droit interne en accompagnant le
projet egle qui doit aboutir à l élaboration d un guide européen des bonnes pratiques de l expertise de justice préfacé par le professeur hans franken cet ouvrage regroupe les réflexions de ces praticiens de différents États de l union européenne sur les exigences que doit satisfaire l expertise de justice pour répondre aux besoins des juges et des justiciables et sur la nécessité d identifier des techniciens compétents indépendants impartiaux aptes à concourir efficacement à l œuvre de justice illustré par une présentation d actions déjà mises en œuvre au niveau local pour promouvoir une expertise de qualité et riche d analyses pluridisciplinaires lucides sur les freins à l instauration d une véritable procédure européenne d expertise pourtant souhaitée cet ouvrage est destiné en premier lieu aux praticiens de la résolution de litiges transfrontaliers et aux autorités qui concourent au plan local ou national au processus de l expertise de justice ou au recrutement et à l habilitation des experts de justice

**Expertise de justice 2015-10-21**

in this dynamic and wide ranging collection of essays prominent scholars examine the condition of church state relations in the united states france and israel their analyses are rooted in a wide variety of disciplines ranging from ethnography and demography to political science gender studies theology and the law
Secularism on the Edge 2014-08-13

the absence of a coherent body of case law on due process has increasingly motivated recalcitrant parties to use due
process as a strategic tool thereby putting at risk the prospect of obtaining an enforceable award in expeditious proceedings
countering this inherent danger here for the first time is a comprehensive study on due process as a limit to arbitral discretion
showing how due process applies in practice in key jurisdictions around the world based on country reports prepared by
leading arbitration practitioners and academics the book explores how courts in major arbitration jurisdictions apply due
process guarantees when performing their post award review the contributors driven by an interest in exploring the interplay
between due process and efficiency focus on those due process guarantees that set limits to arbitral discretion matters
covered include the following the right to be heard and how it may be affected by submission deadlines evidentiary offers by
the opposing party and directions to the parties as to which aspects require further pleading the right to be treated equally
and its interplay with the duty to give each party full opportunity to present its case and to comment on submissions and
evidence filed by the other party the duty to effect proper notice including delivery and language issues the independence and
impartiality of arbitrators with a focus on when an arbitrator’s conduct can become the basis for a successful challenge and
courts standards of deference when examining issues arising at the post award stage an introductory general report
thoroughly analyses the normative basis of due process and its interplay with party autonomy as well as applicable standards
of review and commonalities among manifestations of due process across jurisdictions a signal contribution to the debate
regarding the so called due process paranoia affecting arbitral tribunals a topic relevant in every single arbitration proceeding this book provides practical guidelines on how to maintain the balance between due process and efficiency and how to apply due process and counteract its misuse in arbitration proceedings it will be welcomed by counsel arbitrators and judges from all countries as well as by academics and researchers concerned with international commercial arbitration

**Due Process as a Limit to Discretion in International Commercial Arbitration**

2020-09-25

this authoritative commentary on the recast regulation 2019 1111 on matters of matrimonial and parental responsibility presents a deep analysis of the regulation and is authored by leading experts in family law and private international law employing a granular article by article approach the commentary acts as a detailed reference point on the uniform jurisdiction rules for divorce legal separation and marriage annulment as well as for disputes over parental responsibility with an international element including child abduction
international commercial arbitration relies extensively on the possibility of enforcing arbitral decisions against recalcitrant parties because courts and arbitration laws across the world take contrasting approaches to the definition of awards such enforcement can be problematic especially in the context of awards by consent and the recent development known as emergency arbitration in this timely and ground breaking book a young arbitration scholar takes us through the difficulties of defining the notion of arbitral award with a rare combination of theoretical awareness and attention to the procedural requirements of arbitral practice in a framework using a comparative analysis of common law and civil law jurisdictions specifically england and france and how each has regulated in different ways the equilibria between state justice and arbitral justice and comparing each with the uncitral model law the book addresses such issues as the following the judicialization of arbitration different models of arbitral adjudication and their impact on the notion of award what an award needs to contain to be enforceable awards on competence awards by consent and awards ante causam the author employs a methodology that views arbitration as providing an institution for administering justice rather than as a purely contractual creature to this end rules of arbitral institutions particularly the international chamber of commerce are examined closely for their implications on what an award means as a fresh look at the arbitral award by placing it in a broader context than is usually found this book
allows for a greater understanding of the functioning of international commercial arbitration it is sure to become an international reference and as such will be welcomed by arbitrators practitioners at global law firms companies doing transnational business interested academics and international arbitration centres in emerging markets

The Notion of Award in International Commercial Arbitration 2016-04-24

this book is the product of research undertaken at the african development bank afdb on the lessons that the continent of africa can draw from the role of the state in asia s rapid economic development in the last 50 years the book applies a cross national comparative framework to analyse africa s performance drawing broadly on the developmental states of asia i e japan china india vietnam etc with focus on south korea the book argues that for africa to replicate asia s developmental success it may require more than just tweaking the public sector machinery dedicated institutions and a citizenry capable of demanding accountability from governments must become key ingredients of the development strategy the book also provides insight into the learning experiences of asia in addressing key national policy challenges i e land reform and quality of public administration at the federal and local levels enhancing technical skills boosting capabilities for sciences engineering and mathematics and industrialization
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